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INTRODUCTION:

Your DualStand will ship in one box with custom made packaging and all the components to get set
up and start using it in about ten minutes. If there are any unexpected damages please retain all
items including the box and packaging material. Photograph the damage and email us at
acousticremedycases@gmail.com. You can also call us with the contact information listed on our
website at https://www.acousticremedycases.com/pages/contact.  We will file a claim against the
carrier and get another case shipped out ASAP at no cost to you.

In addition, should you need any additional information to complete the set up or have
questions/comments/concerns with using your DualStand, please don't hesitate to reach out.

Inside this instruction manual, you will find a DualStand Standard Component ID that introduces you
to the components of the DualStand.  
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PACKING LIST:

1 - base
1 - Bumper pad
1 - Upright pole
1 - String Swing - angled back edge and threaded bolt trimmed
1 - String Swing - flat back edge and standard bolt length
2 - Stainless steel thumb bolts 



Component ID

Base
Upright Pole

String Swing 
with flat back 

String Swing 
with angled back

Extra String Swing Location

Cork Bumper

Front side
of stand

Back side
of stand

Adjustable feetThumb bolts
inserted through
bottom



Method 1: Lay the pole across your lap and hold the base up to the pole to align the holes with
the threaded inserts on the bottom of the pole.
Method 2: Pinch the base unit between your legs and move the pole to align the holes with the
threaded inserts.
Method 3: Pinch the upright pole upside down between your legs and align the holes with the
threaded insert.
Method 4: Lay the pole on a carpeted surface and pick up the bottom to align the holes with the
upright pole.

DUALSTAND ASSEMBLY

1.) Remove all items from the box and locate the individual components on the packing list. The
thumb bolts, String Swings, and bumper pad should be in a separate bag.

2.) Use the thumb bolts to attach the upright pole to the base such that the pole angles from the
back of the base at the bottom toward the front of the base at the top.  

There are a few methods of aligning the holes on the base with the threaded inserts on the upright.

 

3.) Tighten the thumb bolts so they are nice and snug.

4.) Set the DualStand upright to confirm that the pole is attached facing the correct direction (it will
be very obvious if it isn’t)

5.) Thread the String Swing hanger with a flat back edge into one of the two threaded inserts on the
back side of the Dual Stand (most guitars hang at the best position using the top insert).

6.) Thread the string with the angled back into the front threaded insert.  The angled back allows the
String Swing to be inserted parallel to the ground. 

7.) Hang a guitar in the string swing on the back side of the stand and make note of where the guitar
contacts the pole.  Place the included cork pad with adhesive back in the location that provides
padding and support at the contact point.

8.) Insert a wooden plug into the unused threaded insert.  A second plug is included if you decide to
remove the String Swing from the back side of the stand so you can plug both holes.

9.) Adjust the threaded feet on the bottom of the base to match the contour of the floor and ensure
balanced contact.
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Questions/Comments/Concerns:
You can contact us via phone or email. In addition, some answers to common questions may be
found on our FAQ page.

Phone:  (608) 844-8460
Email: arc@acousticremedycases.com
FAQ: Visit https://www.acousticremedycases.com/pages/faq

OTHER ACOUSTIC REMEDY PRODUCTS:

ClimaCase: floor mounted, single instrument humidor
ClimaCab: multi-instrument humidor
Open Air Stands: DualStand Deluxe and String Stand
String Racks: available in Petite (32"), Traditional (48"), and Grand (64")
Wood Guitar Picks: explore your tone options with handmade picks in a variety of hardwoods
Pedal Boards: hardwood pedal boards are a unique option to add some class to your music space.
Musician Seating: stools and stairs to sit and strum on

tel:+CallorTextUs:(608)8448460

